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Terminal velocities provide precise rotation curve inside solar circle
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Vc = vt + V0 sin !

R = R0 sin !

Terminal velocities give a precise measure of the rotation curve from

R ! 3 kpc to R = R0 ! 8 kpc

HI - McLure-Griffiths et al (2007)
CO - Luna et al (2006)

(Sgr A*).

4th quadrant data:

V0 = 235 km s!1
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Terminal velocities Rotation curve



Start with smooth approximation;
adjust mass in rings to fit data











Baryonic Surface Density Rotation curve
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Bumps & wiggles in the rotation 
curve correspond to features in 
the mass distribution.
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curve correspond to features in 
the mass distribution.



Fitting the terminal velocities recovers the same spiral
arm features seen in tracers like GMCs and HII regions.
The Centaurus arm is a ~60% over-density in a ring 
1.3 kpc wide centered at R = 5.8 kpc.

Hou et al (2009) spiral model
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Baryonic Tully-Fisher Disk size-rotation speed

The Milky Way is a normal spiral galaxy. 
It falls within the scatter of both 
• the Baryonic Tully-Fisher relation and 
• the disk size-rotation velocity relation
The disk must be nearly maximal: spiral arms influence kinematics

Global Properties of Mass Models fit to Terminal Velocities



Mass discrepancy-acceleration relation: 
just an empirical relation?  or MOND?  

74 galaxies

Mass discrepancy-acceleration relation

Exhaustive review
Famaey & McGaugh 
arXiv:1112.3960
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Newton, no dark matter

MOND
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theory

MOND
Alternative to dark matter

g ! gN for g " a0

g ! "gNa0 for g # a0

Everything normal at high 
accelerations

Modification applies at low 
accelerations

Regimes connected by 
smooth interpolation 
function !(g/a0)

a0 = 1.2! 10!10 m s!2



The solar system is many orders 
of magnitude removed from the 
MOND regime.

a0

Monopole terms negligible (or excluded!)
But there can also be quadrupole effects...

Pioneer anomaly is D = 1.0006 on this scale



Direct MOND effects small in solar system.
Only sensitive to deviation of interpolation 
function from unity in limit g >> a0 

A form like x

1 + x
x =

g

a0

1! e!x

explains the Pioneer anomaly but is 
excluded by inner solar system data 
(effect is 1 part in 108)

A form like

is indistinguishable on galaxy scales, 
but in the inner solar system has an 
effect that is 1 part in exp(108)



• In some flavors of relativistic theories, e.g., TeVeS, what 
matters is the potential gradient. 

‣ Predicts strong effects at saddle points between 
massive bodies (e.g., sun-planet)

• MOND violates the Strong Equivalence Principle, leading 
to the External Field Effect - the Galactic field might 
matter in the Solar System.

‣ Predicts modest precession of outer planets

There can be more subtle effects 



Galianni et al. arXiv:1111.6681
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!!" 0

near saddle point,
so

|gN|
a0

becomes small,
and strong MOND
effects can occur
in a small region (theory specific,
e.g., TeVeS - 
Bekenstein & Magueijo 2006)

SP

contours of phantom dark matter



Galianni et al. arXiv:1111.6681

The saddle point moves around: SP distance from
 Earth

SP epicycles projected
in ecliptic plane

Might detect strong effects with 
a satellite probe (e.g., LISA - 
Bekenstein & Magueijo 2006) 
or
weak effects in the motions of 
outer moons, e.g. Norse 
satellites of Saturn:



EFE:  Phantom DM around binary stars embedded in Galactic field

to G.C.

Credit: Ed Shaya (U Maryland)



Milgrom (2009) MNRAS, 399, 474

The Galactic field exerts a torque that might result in precession
! 10!3 arcesec/centuryof order

details depend on the interpolation function



Conclusions

• Features in the terminal velocity curve of 
the Milky Way correspond to real physical 
structures like the Centaurus sprial arm

• MOND might cause tiny but detectable 
effects like precession of outer planets

• Do not attempt to cram this much into a 
short talk


